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PROLOGUE 

The Terran Trade Authority universe is one of the most 

interesting settings created in science fiction. Launched 

initially as a series of spacecraft art books in the 1970s, the 

TTA universe has grown into a rich setting with additional 

background books, art and games. 

According to the series original timeline, humans - aka 

'Terrans' - became starfarers in the early 21st century, with the 

development of the DeVass Warp Generator. This is described 

as a spacefold-style faster-than-light drive, which brought 

space at the origin and destination into proximity, allowing a 

vessel at the former to transfer to the latter without crossing 

the intervening distance. 

The future history states that after remote exploration of 

nearby star systems, contact was established with the 

inhabitants of the Alpha Centauri star system (the 'Alphans'), 

with whom Terrans quickly became friends and allies. The 

second alien encounter at Proxima Centauri (with the 

'Proximans' - long antagonistic towards the Alphans) resulted 

in the two-decade long 'Proximan War.' This war drove the 

development of space technology, resulting in many of the 

starship designs that inhabit the TTA universe and facilitating 

its further colonization. 

These unofficial rules allow you to fight the battles of the 

Proximan War using the 5150 Fighter Command rules. 

http://www.terrantradeauthority.com/ 

 

WHAT IS THIS? 

This is an unofficial expansion for 5150 Fighter Command 

that allows you to fight the Proximan War in the TTA 

universe. 

You will need the 5150 FIGHTER COMMAND rules to use this 

expansion. 

5150: FIGHTER COMMAND is a complete set of miniature rules  

that allows you to take your spacecraft into combat across 

known (and unknown) space.  It's a game about pilots, 

fighters, capital ships, strafing runs, torpedoes, minefields, 

asteroids and much more. While it’s designed with THW’s 

5150 science fiction setting, you can use these rules for any 

setting and figures. 

You can get the core rules here: 

http://twohourwargames.com/51fico html 

You can get some spaceship figures here: 

https://littlemetalspaceships.com/ 

DEVASS WARP DRIVE 

In the TTA Universe, every space ship can travel FTL using 

the DeVass Warp generator. 

The DeVass Warp Generator is perhaps the most monumental 

invention in mankind’s history, allowing Faster Than Light 

travel using the concept of bending space-time to propel 

spacecraft at FTL speeds. The DeVass Generator works by 

stretching space in a wave, causing the space ahead of a 

spacecraft to contract along the axis the spacecraft wishes to 

travel in and the space behind it to expand. The spacecraft 

then essentially rides this wave inside a region, known as a 

“warp bubble,” of flat space. Since the spacecraft is not 

actually moving within this bubble, but rather being carried 

along as the region itself moves, conventional relativistic 

effects do not apply; there is no mass increase or time dilation 

effect. The on-board spacecraft clock runs at the same speed 

as the clock of an external observer, and that observer will 

detect no increase in the mass of the moving ship, even when 

it travels at effective FTL speeds. 

The DeVass Generator is affected by the large space-time 

curvature of planetary bodies and massive objects, which 

means when entering a star system a ship could be thrown 

dangerously off course, make an uncontrolled exit from FTL 

or even end up in a fatal collision with another object. For this 

reason most ships will not risk using their DeVass Generator 

to fly deep into a star system. Ships will usually exit FTL at 

least 10AU from a Star, typically at the outermost planets or 

Oort cloud, and then use more conventional propulsion 

systems to travel further into the system. 

The DeVass Generator is scalable in proportion to the mass of 

a spaceship, meaning even small fighter sized craft can be 

equipped with an FTL drive that can take then across the stars. 

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR 

INTERSTELLAR TRAVEL IN TTA 
All Fighters, Small Craft and CapShip have the ability to 

hyper-jump. Hyper-jumps can be performed in the middle of a 

battle but never in the same sector as asteroids, satellites and 

planets because of their gravity wells. 

FIGHTERS AND SMALL CRAFT CAN HYPER JUMP 

The DeVass Warp drive is part of the Engine. If the Engine is 

damaged the ship cannot jump. 

HOW TO HYPER JUMP 

The ship crew or pilot  must test to see if the ship successfully 

hyper-jumps, rolling on Table 5 Hyper-Jump. 

 Fighters: Use Pilot Rep 

 CapShips: Use Thruster Crew Rep 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpha_Centauri
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proxima_Centauri
http://twohourwargames.com/51fico.html
http://www.terrantradeauthority.com/
http://twohourwargames.com/51fico.html
https://littlemetalspaceships.com/
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2                   HYPER-JUMP 

                 (Taken vs.Pilot or Thruster Rep) 

 

WEAPONS 
There are several ways to inflict damage in 5150: FIGHTER 

COMMAND like boarding and ramming ships, but the most 

damage will be caused by ranged weapons fire. 

Each weapon is defined by type, and in some cases weapons 

have been lumped into broader categories. Weapons are 

defined by four characteristics. 

TYPE – What they are. 

RANGE – The range listed for every weapon is its effective 

range or the range that the shooter feels he has a reasonable 

chance of hitting the target. This range is considerably shorter 

than the maximum range of most weapons.   

TARGET – The maximum number of d6 rolled when the 

weapon is fired by the ship. Each d6 has the potential to do 

damage to a target. 

IMPACT – The lethality of the weapon. The higher the Impact 

the more deadly the weapon is.    In the Weapons table, each 

weapon is given its basic Impact rating and the Impact rating 

as modified by defensive shielding. 

WHAT WEAPONS WILL THEY FIRE? 

Fighters come armed with multiple weapons, and in general 

will use the most appropriate one for the situation. Here’s a 

quick rule of thumb: 

 Fighter armed with missiles, rockets and guns will 

fire all as possible 

 Fighter armed with missile and a valid shot at missile 

range will fire a missile 

LIST OF FIGHTERS RANGED 

WEAPONS 

Here's a list of the weapon types used in 5150: FIGHTER 

COMMAND. Here's a brief description of each weapon type. 

Usage and specifics can be found on the appropriate Lists. 

FIGHTER MOUNTED GUN FIRING ARC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Guns mounted on fighters may fire into the front 60º arc 

of the fighter. Turrets mounted on fighters typically fire into 

the rear 180
o
 arc of the fighter. 

GUNS 
 LASER CANNON –  A low-damage beam weapon 

(laser or charged particles) that is effective at long 

ranges, and most preferred by novice pilots as it allows 

to get the first strike. 

 NUCLEAR PELLET GUN (RAIL GUN) – Short 

range high rate of fire gun that is able to deliver a lot of 

damage. Think of a heavy machine gun using magnetic 

rails to propel a stream of projectiles and you will get 

the picture. 

 MASS DRIVER CANNON – Basic fighter weapons, a 

heavier version of a Rail Gun. Medium range, medium 

damage. You can never go wrong with Mass Drivers. 

 PARTICLE ACCELERATOR – Fires bolts of highly 

energetic charged particle pulses at the target. This 

medium-range gun packs a solid punch and can tear up 

a fighter if a shot is scored. 

 LASER LANCE – This is a more powerful version of 

the Laser Cannon designed for longer ranged fire and 

for attacking CapShips.  

  

 

 

#D6 

PASSED 
RESULT 

2 The ship automatically leaves the encounter and jumps 

to the next encounter 

1 The ship will jump during its next activation 

0 The Hyper-Jump attempt fails. The ship will have to 

try it again in the next activation. 
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LIST OF MISSILES 

Here's a list of the missiles used in 5150: FIGHTER 

COMMAND TTA. Usage and specifics can be found on the 

appropriate Lists. 

 

 ROCKETS – Simple direct-fire missiles fired  much 

like a gun, mostly used against slow moving targets 

such Cap Ships. They are not effected by 

Countermeasures. A fighter can fire up to two rockets 

at the same time. 

 MARK II NUCLEAR MISSILE (FIRE AND 

FORGET) – Simple fire and forget missile with a small 

thermonuclear warhead that locks onto the nearest 

enemy fighter or friendly with Communications 

damaged. It is commonly used to break enemy 

formations. Note that F&F missiles are the only 

missiles that may be fired as Reaction fire, and only 

then if the Reaction result is not a “Snap Fire.” 

 MARK IV NUCLEAR MISSILE (IMAGE 

RECOGNITION) – A highly capable self-guided 

missile with small thermonuclear warhead, the most 

difficult to shake off. It will pursue its target for two 

turns.  

 MARK V NUCLEAR MISSILE (TORPEDO) – Long-

range heavy anti-CapShip missiles with a more 

powerful thermonuclear warhead than those employed 

in smaller missiles. While intended for attacking 

CapShips and installations, they can also be used to 

make proximity attacks on fighters and other small 

craft. Note Torpedoes may only be launched during a 

ship’s Active turn and not as a result of a Reaction test. 

 SCATTER PACK is a pack of dozens of small rockets 

fired at very close distance (2”). The Swarmers 

overload the target shields with lots of small impacts, so 

the more small rockets impact of the ship's shield, the 

more chances to overload it and knock it down. 

Swarmers work like rockets for all purposes but take 

two hardpoints. 

o To do that you roll 2d6 and add the dice scores. 

(Countermeasures are ineffective against 

Swarmers; but you discount -1 to the total score 

if target is medium fighter and -2 if heavy or 

bomber). Each two points rounding up of the 

total score gives the shooter a +1 to penetration. 

E.g. If you roll a 7 against a light fighter, you 

have a 4 or less with 1d6 to penetrate its shield. 

You roll once for penetration and the damage is 

always 2 hits. 

o This works similarly with CapShips. If you fire a 

Swarmer at a Capship, you roll 2d6 and will 

overload CapShip shields for one turn with 10+ 

against Light CapShip Shields, 11+ against 

Medium Cap Ship Shields, and 12+ against 

Heavy CapShip shields, but won't do any 

damage. 

 

NUCLEAR WARHEADS IN 5150: 

FIGHTER COMMAND 
War in the TTA universe is total and unforgiving, and 

combatants stop using small direct attack missiles in favor of 

more powerful nuclear armed missiles.  

The Mark II and Mark IV missiles use small thermonuclear 

warheads capable of devastating fighters and damaging 

CapShips. The Mark V heavy missile uses a more powerful 

warhead that can even vaporize CapShips. 

Here’s how nuclear warheads affect combat. 

MARK V PROXIMITY ATTACKS 

The large nuclear warheads used on a Mark V Missile can 

attack an area, as well as a single CapShip target. When a 

Mark V attacks an area, it is known as a “proximity attack.” 

Here’s how it works 

 The Mark V proximity attack effects all fighter and 

small craft targets in a 5” blast circle. 

 Be sure you have LOS to the target spot and are in 

torpedo range. 

 The player declares nominates a spot to places the 

center of the blast circle. 

Any Small Craft or CapShip with Defense Turrets 

(e.g. a Bomber or CapShip), will engage the Torpedo 

normally. 

 If not destroyed the Mark V explodes at the 

nominated spot and causes all Fighters and Small 

Craft to make a Counter Measures test. 

 The test and results are conducted immediately. 

 

VAPORIZING TARGETS WITH NO SHIELDS  

 Fighters with shields down 

o Mark II or Mark IV missiles will completely 

destroy a fighter with a direct or close hit. 

 Any CapShip with Shields down 

o Mark II missiles will make one damage roll  

against unshielded CapShips on a direct hit 

o Mark IV missiles will make 2 damage rolls 

against unshielded CapShips on a direct hit 

o Mark V missiles will destroy a CapShip with any 

direct hit and may 2 damage rolls on a proximity 

hit. 
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EMP & RADIATION DAMAGE 
The deluge of charged particles and radiation from a nuclear 

blast can knock down shields, damage sensors can cause 

radiation sickness in a ship’s crew. 

FIGHTERS 

 Shields: In addition to a normal damage roll, missiles may 

knock down fighter shields and sensors on any hit or. Roll 

1d6 when a Mark II or Mark IV missile gets any hit on a 

Fighter 

o 1= sensors burned out, the Fighter is -2REP on 

attack rolls for the rest of the game. 

o 2-4= no additional effect 

o 5= Shields are knocked down 

o 6 = Make a 1d6 Pilot REP roll, pass = no effect; 

fail = make a Recover from Knockdown test 

CAPSHIPS 

 Shields: Heavy missiles may knock down CapShip 

shields on a hit by Mark IV and Mark V missiles. 

o Mark V missiles cause a Phase Shield Test 

o Mark IV missiles cause a Phase Shield Test at 

+1REP to the targeted CapShip 

 

 Sensors and Crew Casualties: Mark IV and Mark V 

Missiles may knock out sensors and cause crew casualties 

from radiation on any hit or. Roll 1d6: 

o 1= Mark V missile cause one roll on the Crew 

Casualty table 

o 2-4 = no effect 

o 5 = Mark V missile knocks out sensors, CapShip 

sensor range reduced to 0 until repaired 

o 6= Mark IV or V missile knocks out sensors, 

CapShip sensor range reduced to 0 until repaired. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2                       CREW CASUALTIES 
                     (Adding the scores together) 

#  AREA HIT 

2 Bridge 

3 If military ship, air tight doors prevent casualties; 

otherwise Bridge 

4 Thrusters 

5 If military ship, air tight doors prevent casualties; 

otherwise Thrusters 

6 Weapon Batteries 

7 If military ship, air tight doors prevent casualties; 

otherwise Hangar Bays 

8 Hangar Bays 

9 If military ship, air tight doors prevent casualties; 

otherwise Engines 

10 Engines 

11 If military ship, air tight doors prevent casualties; 

otherwise roll again 

12 Marines (lose 1d6 squads) 
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5150 FIGHTER COMMAND TTA WEAPONS CHARTS 

FIGHTER WEAPONS CHART 

 

FIGHTERS MISSILES CHART 

MISSILE TYPE RANGE IMPACT DAMAGE HARDPOINTS 

Rocket 4 3  - 1 

Mk II missile - 

Fire and Forget 

(FF) 

8 Automatic
2
 2 damage rolls versus 

Fighters. 
1 

Mark IV missile - 

Image Recognition 

(IR) 

10 Automatic
2
 1 roll on the Damage 

Table vs. CapShip, 2 

versus Fighters. 

2 

Scatter Pack 2 Special - 2 

Mark V nuclear 

missile (Torpedo) 

10/20
1
 Automatic

2
 2 roll on the Damage 

Table vs. CapShip, 4 

versus Fighters. 

4 

(1) 10” when launched from fighters and 20” when launched from Capships. 

(2) Uses small nuclear warhead.  

 

 

 

 

 

WEAPON  RANGE  TARGET Impact vs Fighter Shields Impact vs  

Turret/ 

Torpedo 

Impact vs CapShip Shields 

   NONE FLS FMS FHS  NONE CSLPS CSMPS CSHPS 

Nuclear 

Pellet Gun 

2 5 3 2 2 1 1 1 - - - 

Laser 

Cannon 

5 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 - - - 

Laser 

Lance 

6 2 3 2 2 1 - 1 1 - - 

OPA-8 

Particle 

Accelerator 

3 2 6 5 4 3 2 2 1 1 - 
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TERRAN TRADE FEDERATION 

TYPE CLASS SPEED ACC. TURN GUNS HARDPOINTS DECOY 
NOTES & STANDARD 

LOAD 

Hornet Heavy Fighter 4 3 3 
x2 Laser Lance (Fwd) 

x2 laser Lance (Tur)
1 

10  

 
4 

x6 Mark II missiles 

 x2 Mark IV missiles 

Cutlass Heavy Fighter 4 3 2 
x2 Laser Lance 

x1 OPA-8  

4 

 
2 x4 Mark II missiles 

Sentinel 

Major 
Gunship 3 1 1 

x8 Laser Lance 

x4 OPA-8 
24 6 

x4 Scatterpack 

x4 Mark II missiles 

 x2 Mark IV missiles 

x2 Mark V 

1 (Tur) can fire Forward or Rear arc, not into side arcs of fire. 

PROXIMAN SPACE  NAVY 

TYPE CLASS SPEED ACC. TURN GUNS HARDPOINTS DECOY 
NOTES & STANDARD 

LOAD 

Shark Light Fighter 6 3 4 
x2 Laser 

x1 Nuclear Pellet Gun 
0 2  

K-4 Toad Assault Bomber 3 2 1 x2 Laser  20 2 x10 Mk IV 

         

 

ALPHAN SPACE  NAVY 

TYPE CLASS SPEED ACC. TURN GUNS HARDPOINTS DECOY 
NOTES & STANDARD 

LOAD 

Minnow Light Fighter 6 3 3 x2 Laser 0 2  

Stingray Medium Fighter 5 3 3 x1 Nuclear Pellet Gun 10 2 
X10 Mark II missiles 

 

Manta Bomber 3 2 1 x1 Laser  
32 

 
4 

x8 Mark II missiles 

 x6 Mark V 
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5150: FIGHTER COMMAND QRS TABLES 

FIGHTER REACTION CHART 

REASON PASS 2D6 PASS 1D6 PASS 0D6 or less 

COUNTER MEASURES 

Taken against incoming 

missiles. 

 

-1 to Rep if missile attacking 

Target Aspect 4. 

- 1 to Rep if FF 

-2 to Rep if IR 

If have Decoy, missile 

evaded and no damage 

occurs. 

 

If no Decoy, the Missile 

evaded and no damage 

occurs. Place Fighter 1” 

away in random direction 

(high d6 result) and facing  (low 

d6 result). 

 

If Mark V Proximity Attack, 
evaded blast damage 

If have Decoy, it is launched 

too late. Missile detonates 

nearby. Roll once on the 

Fighter Damage Table. Place 

Fighter 1” away in random 

direction (high d6 result) and 

facing (low d6 result). 

 

If no Decoy, take damage as 

above, Place Fighter 1” away 

in random direction (high d6 

result) and facing (low d6 

result). 

 

If Mark V Proximity Attack, 
roll once on the Fighter 

Damage Table 

Missile hits the target. Roll 

twice on the Fighter Damage 

Table. 

 

If Mark V Proximity Attack, 
Roll twice on the Fighter 

Damage Table. 

 

 



https://littlemetalspaceships.com/ 

http://twohourwargames.com/index.html 




